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Computing with python / numpy
- build matrices, add/scale/multiply matrices, load matrix from csv, get inverse
get a row/col of matrix

Line of best fit (1d) & 1dim projections

Polynomial of best fit (many dimensions) & many dim projections



Computing with python / numpy
- build matrices
- add/scale/multiply matrices
- get inverse of a matrix: 

(whats an inverse?)
- get a row/col of matrix

- load matrix from csv:
np.genfromtxt('mystery_matrix.csv', delimiter=',')



ICA 1:
You are welcome to handwrite / screenshot the answers to each question below, without
showing the code used, for your ICA submission.

- Compute the matrix multiplication given below:

- Load the data given in 'mystery_matrix.csv' given on website:

np.genfromtxt('mystery_matrix.csv', delimiter=',')

- What is the dot product of the second and fourth columns of the mystery matrix above?



Goal: Find a line of the form: b = ma which best fits data

no straight line can pass through all 3 points
-> no m exists with b = ma

instead, what if we find the vector p which 

- has a solution p = ma
- p is in the span of {a}

- is closest to b (||b-p|| is minimized)



1 dimensional projections (often just called projections)

Among all vectors in the span of {a}, which is closest to b?

Some observations:
obs1: e is at a right angle (orthogonal) to a
obs2: b = p + e
obs3: p is in the span of a







Goal: Find a line of the form: b = ma which best fits data



b = ma has no solutions

so we'd like to replace b with p, where p ...
... is as close as possible to b
... is in the span of a -> (p = ma has some solution)

now we solve p = ma



ICA 2: 
1.  Find the projection of [2, 3, 4]^T in the span of [1, 2, 3]^T
2. Using a projection, find the line of best fit of the form b = ma for the scatter points shown
below
3. There's a glaring problem with our line of best fit above, what is it?  How might you fix it?
(eerily similar to a problem we had with perceptrons having to pass through the origin too...)









b = Am has no solutions ...

what if we solve p = Am instead where p is
- in the span of the columns of A

(there is a linear combination of cols of A which equals p ... it's our target vector m!)
- closest to b

... we need a way of projecting a vector into the span of many vectors (previously only one)







Goal: find the vector p, in the span of {a_0, a_1, ... } which is closest to b

Two questions:
- whats a matrix to the -1 power? ... next slide
- do you expect students to compute that mess by hand?







ICA3:
Load the matrices A and b from A.csv and b.csv respectively.  (See zip next to today's notes on site)

A is the  matrix with the polynomial manipulation shown here applied:
    - column 0 is a to the 0th power
        - also known as: bias term
    - column 1 is a to the 1st power
    - column 2 is a to the 2nd power
b is a vector which contains

- where are the scatter points within A and b we're building the line of best fit to?
- Using numpy and python, find the m vector which defines the polynomial of best fit
 between a and b
- What polynomial is represented by this particular m vector?  (Please round to the nearest
integer)


